Introduction.
H. Zassenhaus has determined2 the irreducible representations of a nilpotent Lie algebra 8 over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p>0, there being exactly one for each ordered set of characteristic values corresponding to the elements of a regular basis of 2. The question as to whether the one-to-one correspondence persists between the irreducible representations of 8 and ordered sets of irreducible polynomials corresponding to the elements of a regular basis of 8 when K is replaced by an arbitrary field of characteristic p >0 is answered affirmatively in this note. The existence of the representation belonging to a prescribed set of irreducible polynomials is proved as an application of two general results (Propositions 4 and 5 below), the first of which is a generalization of Zassenhaus' theorem3 on the existence of irreducible 2-cr modules containing a given irreducible 8-module. Rather than dealing directly with the representation spaces, our method exploits the ideal theoretic properties of the universal associative algebra4 of 8.
Our discussion begins with some results concerning the indecomposable representations of a nilpotent Lie algebra over an arbitrary field, and we obtain as a main result the theorem that any two irreducible constituents of such a representation are equivalent. A key step in the proof is the observation that the minimum polynomials of the representation transformations are powers of irreducible polynomials. The treatment of this point is due to Professor N. Jacobson, and was presented by him in his course at Yale in 1950-51.
The subjects considered here were brought to our attention in conversation with Professor Jacobson, and we record here our appreciation to him for many helpful suggestions concerning these matters. 
Proof. We use induction on j, noting that the result is clear if j = 0. Assume that it holds for j-1, and let ji+1\g. Then we can write g = hk, where j'\h and j\k. By induction, j\ho, • • • , fty_i. Then by (1) . ii= HUo hikj-i, and/|gy as required.
Before stating the next lemma, we list a number of formulas which we shall need. Let 3t be an associative ring, and let a, dEffiThen (2) ad" = dka + Ck.id^a' + Ck. On the other hand, if dt is an algebra over K, then another application of (2) yields
Now let A and D be l.t. in a finite-dimensional vector space W over i£. For each polynomial jEK[X], we define 9JJ/,d to be the subspace of SDc consisting of those vectors y that are annihilated by some power of j(D). Then we obtain the following result. Since g"\h, we have by Lemma 1, g\hi, i = 0, 1, ■ • • , n -1, and by 6 We shall use the abbreviation l.t. for linear transformation.
(5), yAhiD) =0, proving that y/lGSTJJ/.D. Proof. This result has been proved by Chevalley [3 ] for fields of characteristic zero; we shall indicate how his proof can be modified so that it holds for an infinite field K of characteristic p>0. Let C/(8) be the set of l.t. Ux, xG8, and let 5TJ? be the representation space of U. The proof is carried out by induction on the dimension of W, the result being clear if the dimension is one. First we suppose that U is an irreducible representation. By (3) there exists a k independent of x such that the ^>*th power of each element of c7 (8) and it follows that 9JM = (0). Therefore 2ttf/(8) = (0).
The remainder of the proof is identical with the characteristic zero case, and for the sake of completeness, we shall include it. If U is reducible, then we select a maximal submodule ^ of 50c; by the first part of the proof we may assume that ^5^(0). Let U' be the induced representation in SD? -^3, and let U" be the restriction of U to $.
Then we have det Ux = det VI -det U'J = 0 for all xG8. The func- 6 By det Ux we mean the determinant of a matrix belonging to Ux.
tions Ui ->det Ui and U'x'-»det £/.£' are polynomial functions on the subspaces of the algebras of l.t. of 2ft -ty and ty generated by the sets U'(2) and J/" (8) respectively. Since K is an infinite field, one factor must vanish identically [2, p. 27]. If det Ux =0 for all x£8, then our induction hypothesis yields the result, so we may suppose that for some a£8, det C/^VO, and that det Ui =0, x£8. By the first part of the proof we have £/' (8) If we now extend the base field to K', the algebraic closure of K, then hx and kx remain the minimum polynomials of the extended l.t. Ri and Si. Let e and / be the degrees (over K') of the representations R' and S', and let x-^Ti be the Kronecker sum representation x->Ri ®lf-r-le®(-(Si)*) of the representations R' and -S'*, where S'* is the transpose of S'. Then by an argument given by Zassenhaus [10, p. 154], zero must appear as a characteristic value of each of the l.t. Ti. Therefore det Ti =0, x£8, and by Proposition 2, since K' is an infinite field, there exists a nonzero vector w'£SB', where SB' is a representation space for T', such that w'T'(2) = (0). The representation space of R' is 93®K', while that of S' is SB®K', where 93 and SB are representation spaces of R and S respectively. The representation space of T' is therefore (95®i£') ®(3B®iT'), which is isomorphic to (23®SB) ®K'. Moreover, since ic' = i?®l, 2l/9t-module, and 2I/9c is a simple algebra.
Conversely, if 21/9? is simple, then since 21 contains the identity mapping, the irreducible factors of 23 are isomorphic to minimal right ideals in 21/9'c, and hence are 2t-isomorphic, and, a fortiori, ©-isomorphic.
Corollary.
Let x-* Ux be an indecomposable representation of a nilpotent Lie algebra 8 over an arbitrary field K. Then the associative algebra generated by the transformation Ux and the identity transformation is a primary algebra.
The proof is a direct application of Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. x, x'£8; £,£>'££>.
Then it is well known that 8 + 3) is a Lie algebra containing 8 as an ideal.
Proposition 4. Let 2 be a Lie algebra over an arbitrary field K, and let 3) be a Lie algebra oj derivations oj 8. Ij x->Ux is an irreducible representation oj 8 with representation space 23, then there exists an irreducible representation
x-+Tx oj 8 + 3) with representation space SB, and a one-to-one l.t. S oj 23 into SB such that UxS = STxjor all x£8. Moreover, ij the base field has characteristic p>0, so that the degree oj the representation U is finite, a representation T oj finite degree can be jound which satisfies the above requirements. Then 331' consists of all elements (6) such that the coefficients flo, fl.i---v£3-H 381'=81', then the identity element 1 can be expressed in the form (6) with coefficients in 3-It then follows from considerations of degree that fl0 = l£3, contrary to the fact that 3 is a proper ideal in 31. Then 331' can be imbedded in a maximal right ideal 3' in 21', and since 3f'23HQ3«, 3'n2l33. But 3'H2I is a proper right ideal in 21, and since 3 is maximal, 3T\2I = 3.
Then 21' -3' is an irreducible 2l'-module, and if we define Tx: u+F -*ux+I' for x restricted to the linear part of 21', then we obtain an irreducible representation of 8 + 3? acting in the space 2B=2T -3'. Since 21 -3 is isomorphic to 93, there exists a one-to-one l.t. Y of 23 onto 21 -3 such that YRX= UxYior all xG8, where Rx is the mapping u + $-s-rax + 3. On the other hand, there is a one-to-one l.t. Z of 21-3 into %'-$', namely Z: x+3->x + 3', such that RXZ = ZTX for all xG8. Then S= YZ is a one-to-one l.t. of 23 into 28 such that UXS= UXYZ= YRXZ = YZTX = STX for all xG8. Then there exists a representation T of finite degree which satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the corollary to Proposition 4, ara<2 the further condition that the minimum polynomial of D' is a power off.
Proof. First suppose that 23f/(8) = (0). Then 23 is one-dimensional. If / has degree m, then we can construct an w-dimensional vector space 2B and a l.t. D' in 28 which has/ for its minimum polynomial.
We define 7^ = 0, xG8; then Fand 2B satisfy conditions (i), (ii),and (iii) of the corollary to Proposition 4, where S is any one-to-one mapping of 23 into 218. Now let 2317(8) 9^ (0). We shall adopt the notation of Proposition 4, and in particular, we shall make use of the fact that 93 is 8-isomorphic to 31 -3, where 3 is a certain maximal right ideal in 31. Let 31' be the universal associative algebra of the semi-direct sum 8 + (D). Since D is nilpotent, some pkth power of it is zero, and it then follows, by a direct application of (3), that Dv is in the center of ST. We prove now that the right ideal ty = !$W+g(D)%' is a proper right ideal in 31', where g=jp . If it is not, then since g(D) is in the center, we must have a relation
We may assume that no 6,-£3, for such a term could be absorbed in the left-hand summand. Then upon comparing the coefficients of the highest power of D appearing in both summands, we arrive at a contradiction. Then ty can be imbedded in a maximal right ideal 3'> and it follows, as in the proof of Proposition 4, that 3'^Sl=3, and that the representation T constructed as in Proposition 4 will satisfy the conditions of the corollary. plying Proposition 5, we establish the existence of an irreducible representation T such that the minimum polynomial of Tai is a power of /i. Let hi be the minimum polynomial of Tai, i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , ra; by the corollary to Proposition 1, each hi is a power of an irreducible polynomial. Let 23 and 28 be the representation spaces of U and T respectively, and let 5 be the one-to-one l.t. of 23 into 2B whose existence is guaranteed by Proposition 5. Then for each i, 2=i^w, the restriction of hiiTai) to the subspace 235 of 28 is zero, and hence, by the induction hypothesis, the minimum polynomial of £/",., which is a power of fi, divides ht. Thus hi is a power of/,-, 2^i = ra, and the existence problem is settled.
We turn to the question of uniqueness. Let U and V be irreducible representations of 8, and let gx and gi be the minimum polynomials of Ux and Ui respectively, for each xG8. Assume further that for t'=l, • • • , ra, the minimum polynomials gai and g'a. are both powers of the irreducible polynomial/,.
Let K be an algebraic closure of K; then the extended representations U and V split over K as direct Since 8 is a nilpotent Lie algebra, we can establish this result as a consequence of Theorem 2. In fact, if U is an irreducible restricted representation, then since Z7J -£/" = 0, the minimum polynomial jz of Uz is a prime power factor of Xp -X, hence jz(X) =X -a, where a is an element of the prime field. Therefore Uz = al, where I is the identity l.t. If a = 0 then it is immediate that U(2) generates a nilpotent algebra of l.t., and hence f/(8) = (0). For each a^O, the minimum polynomials of Ux and Uv are factors of Xp -a, and hence are powers of X -allp. By the uniqueness part of Theorem 2, there are exactly p -1 inequivalent irreducible restricted representations. and hence the/l(ai)m£23, 1 ^i^n. Let m be the ideal in $ generated by the/i(ai)m, l^i^n;
